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ABSTRACT
Research conducted' during the past 20 years reveals
.that, ;except for the "New York Times," "Christian Science Monitor,"
and ."Wall Street Journal," United States daily newspapers are not
known for outstanding international news coverage; that European,
Bnglish, Canadian, Latin American, and Asian newspapers use
disproportionately larger -amounts of international news than their
American Counterparts; and that the United States is covered much
more thoroughly in the press abroad than foreign nations are reported
in the United States press. In trying to account for these facts, it
may be seen that in'the United States international news coverage and
usage are: often determined by considerations of international
diplomacy, national government and military policies, and
historical-cultural heritage; often crisis= oriented; often affected
by censorship policies and image building activities of other
countries; affected by a dwindling corps of adequately trained
correspondents abroad and by globally blind editors cemented to their
swivel chairs statesideand guided by an American public not
generally noted for being cosmopolitan or well informed on world
affairs. (JM)
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International News in United States Medias

Mythe;OtereOtyt;es

and Realities

By Dr* John A. Lent

With the continual outpourings of messages gaining of, or calling
for, a McLuhanesque "global village," it is tempting to'assume that the
highly' - developed United States mass media are providing greater quatiti-

ties of international news mith more in-depth and fairer treatments;
that the American public, surrounded by mass media, is becoming critical
followers of international affairs.

However, this is not the picture

that emerges from looking at research conducted during the past twenty
years.

The research tells us that United States daily newspapers, despite
their much larger news volumes, are not known for outstanding international
coverage, the Hew York Times, Christian Science Monitor and Wall Street
Journal) being exceptions.

Available content analyses have shown that

2
1
4
European, English, Canadian, Latin American and Asian 5newspapers use
o

disproportionately larger amounts of international news than their Ameri-

can counterparts, and that the United States is covered much more thouroughly
in the press abroad than these areas are reported in the United States Prelim.

Some of the researchers confirmed the seemingly obvious point that the
United States

is seen as a major news source--as a giver, rather than

receiver, of news--becaUse of its Big Power status (many of its actions
affecting other world

7

egions),

network of news agencies.

and because of its pervasive, worldwide

Others, Lynch

8

and Alfonso9 among them, have

concluded that newspaper accounts of foreign affairs are colored by phi-

losophic, moral and political persectives prevailing in the nations where
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the Arier io published, and still other researchers have bhoun that foreign
news in United States newspapere often deaf with crises, ,the bizarre or
10
outlandish or the East-West struggle.
In this paper, I would likb to consider five factors which might
account for the state of foreign news coverage in the United, states muss
media.

Asian examples will be.used to support the points made.

1.

IscommEnternationalne:eduianabeareofteerminy.

corLpatialdilrzglsiderationeofinteronomacnationalovernraentandmili-

talheritaee.

There are research studies that support this statement.
after interviewing a number of foreign correspondents,

Davison,

implied that i*

ternational diplomacy is a major determinant of what foreign news is reported.

Correspondents told Davison that diplomats often use them either
11
to change a nation's image or to communicate with another country. In
1..phjh arid

another atudy,Offendi showed that New Urk Times editorial treatment of
India increased favorably as United States relations with India were im12
proved.
An impressionistic analysis of United States media coverage
of the People's Republic of China before and after Nixon's visit to that
eoentry in the early 1970e would reveal similar findings.

Certainly there

was an aboutface'in US media coverage of China after the visit; e.g., there

were fewer st*ries of the "yellow peril" type, and many newspapers for the
`first time, referred to the nation as the People's Republic of China, in.

stead of Communist China, Red China or the Commies.
Pointing out that the press is an instrument for the expression and
promotion of national perspectives in international relations, Alfonso
concluded that the attitudes of. US dailies when reporting Philippine events

a

reflected a desire similar to that of the Amsricin governmental, military

factr-s000rding-to-Alfonaol-ThilippinsAaws-saldoaLappaarsciAranits
states newspapers until -riots rockedlianila in-I970 idisturbances

serious they could not Co unreported.

13

so

In an analysis of the coverage

of the Tonkin Oult Incident in Time, lowswek and

S. News & World 42sEto

another researcher found that news stories of this important event were
114

always written to protect United States interests.
Certainly there has been abundant evidence in recent years to indicate

15

that the United states military, Central Intelligence Agency

and other

orflanizatione have determined how American wartime activity.was reported.

In his excellent book, The First Casualty, Phillip Knightleh stating that
news coverage of war is generally based on this national orientations of the
correspondents, showed that Dunkirk was reported by -Western correspondents

as a victory

not withdrawal; that Chiang Kai-shek's WorldWar-II regime

was portrayed as the opposite of the massively corrupt, brutal or inefficient government that it was, and that American reporters, to prove their

patriotism in World War II, Korea and Vietnam, flgoton side and went along
with the United States military's view of how the war should be reported."

16

Inightley said that in the struggle to defeat Japan, the main purpose of
news was "to render the greatest possible aid to the American war effort.

Truth and objectivity would have iirysid to a wholehearted patriotic par17

ticipation in the conflict."

As a result, war correspondents tradition-

allyhave assumed added roles of propagandist, fighting soldier, and in
some cases, intelligence agent; in the process, they have often dehumanized
the enemy in their stories, creating racial stereotypes that have endured,
romanticized and sterilized war, omitting the misery, atrocities and other

realities, and become themselves so emotionally involved that they could

5

01.

IANatA

AIM

Soo the War only through the eyes of the military.

The result has been
that myth has triumphed over real ty in most war correepondanCe, Knightly
said.

Sven in the coverage of television _s first war, Vietnam, it took

many yeare

and lives-before reality got en edge over myth.

18

Finally, a nation's historical and cultural inheritance often decides
the stress given foreign news in its press.

This can be seen in many,;

newly-emergent countries which continue to report lavishly on their/termer
colonialists.

In the United States, with its Anglo Saxon heritageOms*

media still devote a major portion of theizforeign news budget toy-'Western
urope; in fact, the largest corps of United States foreign correepondente
19
is stationed in England and France.
2.

0".

International news coverage and useage by the United,States-mass Media

are often crisis-oriented.
This should not come as a surprise; Western reporting historically
has played up the violent, dioistrous, in short, bad news.

The complaint,

however, comes from developing nations which, having guided their own mass

media toward reporting positive governmental goals, do not appreciate Western
only
media harping on their bad news. The complaint. has some justification as
pointed out by Hesa and Woollacott.

Besa, in a study of the coverage of

post-martial law Philipeinee,in three international magazines, showed that

whereas the British and Hong Kong periodicals concentrated on New Society
developmental programs, especially those of an economic nature, the United

States magazine gave the most play to the Muslim conflict in Mindanao. 20
Woollacott reported that Din the Philippines, few (Western) reporters
visit
model land reform projects in Luzon, but hundreds have gone down to Mindanao

tocover the war between Muslim secessionists and the Government army....
With China, there is concentration on the succession question and the possibility of serious conflict after Mao's death."
(3

21

As a Filipino information
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°Metal told Woollacott, "It is as if Western reporters feel their job
in any developing society is to identify that society's weakest points and
biggest problems and then make them worse by exaggeration and unremitting
publicity. .22

The same complaints have been voiced by other Asian gov'ern-

mente, especially those, more recently, of Malaysia, Singapore, Bangladesh
and India.

Perhaps there is some truth-im-Woollacet05 assessment that the
crisis reporting results from the "Westla deep disillusion with nearly
all post-colonial societies, as well as the Western assumption that: the
West is still to 6 ultimate arbiter of the rest of the world."23

It is

more likely, however, that the crisis reporting relates more to Western
news values, developed arbitrarily deoadea -ago by editors who believed they
46.

knew what the public wanted. 'It ia also probable that because-of limited
personnel, resources and time, the porrespondent finds it more convenient

to report crises than,* carry out time;-consu4ng an-depth analyses
of
national development programs.
..)
gies for reporting bad news in another,

These should not be 4rterpreted as *polo*

man r5 country, but rather as the

reality of foreign correspondence.
3.

International need coverages tend uSTige by the United States mass

media are ofted,affected by censorship policies and image-building activi-

ties of other countries.
Today, as never before, numerous ceuntries--especially those of the

Third World--are able to control the national images they wish to.portray°
to the rest of the world.

You ask:

Why should this prove worrisome to
,

nations of the West which have engineered their On image-building for
generations?

Because, in thepresent
situation, Wedtern societies and

their mass media have become] victims of a typeaf international
ectortion,

Lint /6

being pressured economionlly and politically to enhance images and push
polleies of other nations in the Western press.

In many nations, cen-

iorship -laws applicable to foreign correspondents have been retently

atrengthenedi-so-that-when-the-forei-o-preti-i-s-Chntidered to be too

erttical, or is thought to-have outlived its usefullnesa as a promoter

of those nations' policies, it is thrown out.

Within the past year in

Asia, whole corps of foreign pressmen were expelled from Vietnam, Khmer

Republic, Laos, Bangladesh and India, leaving only nix nations in
Asia-Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Philipeines, Sri yenka and Pakistan

where

foreign newsmen can enter freely and operate without serious hindrance.

a

A result has been that whereas heretofore, there were China watchers
stAtioned in Hong Kong, today there arloadditionallypIndoohina watchers
25
in Bangkok and India and Bangladesh watchers in Karachi, a lees than
ideal manner in which to conduct foreign correspondence work.
In other efforts to obtain favorable colierage in::the,Western press,

governments have resorted to threats, intimidations or the staging of
extravagant pseudo-happenings.

For example, Ili Amin had thiieatened to

expeil all British residents from Uganda because the British Broadcasting
Corporation had aired a show critical'of his administration; the Chinese
had threatened to cancel m $800,000 exhibit of French technical goods
in4
Peking because of official reaction to the 1973 French films:"The
Chinese
26
in Parisi!'

'In 197h, the New York Times was warned by the Chiese that

if it continued to carry Taiwan advertisements, it could' forget
about'',
having a bureaulin Peking.

The Times refused to be intimidated, but the
ao

Japanesepress, receiving similar pressures, relented.

Arab nations have

taken to blacklisting'Western firms that have sponsored television
shows
favorable_to Israel, and countries such as North Korea and North Vietnam
have offered huge swim of money to foreign newsmen for their services. 27

Other governments have flows in Western newa*en'. -and academicians and
politicians, I might add-- and wined and dined them in the hopes of ob.

tainiftra-favorible-foftiA4-6.

Finellyi-At-liteet-foUr=delveloping
ViVelide-theet-

o

selves newsworthy in the pest two years by *tatting expensive pseudo-

happenings such as the Ali boxing matches or Hies Universe pageant.

The

28

astronomical purses for the "gaudy Third World road sholo

of All were

guaranteed by the host governments; the money was probably well spent,
judging from the voluminous number of stories filed by Western sports
and travel reporters.

The moral:

If a nation wants to be covered

thoroughly in the Western press, it should eiage a pseudo-happening.
4.

International news cover

e and usit

a in United States mass

m-eaffecbaayediaartedwindlincosofadeuatel-trainedcorreepondents abroad, and by globally -blind editors cm4nted to their swivel
chairs stateside.

Surveys conducted by Wilhelm and Kliesch since 1963 revealed that the
number of United States foreign correspondents climbed to a peak in 1969,
and has been dropping significantly ever since.

In 1975, the number of

fulltime correspondents abroad was 676, down 28 per cent from the 929 in
1969.

They were concentrated in 54 nations, down from 64 in 1972.

Europe

continued to dominate the United States overseas coverage with 51 per

cent of all American correspondents headquartered there.

As indicated

earlier, the largest concentrations were in England (101)

and France

(78), followed by Japan and Hong Kong.

Asia was second to Europe in

1975 , with 23 per cent, or 160 United States correspondents.

Two of

every three US correspondents in Asia were in Southeast Asia, overwhelm29
ingly in Hong Kong; one third in East Asia, mainly in Japan.
Grimes,

seeking a rationale for the dwindling United States foreign press corps,

9
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APS

has said that the economic crunch facing manymass media
organisations has
made it less possibli to send reporters abroad. 30
--A-S-Aref-tht-talibre-Of=the-US overstaa-preee co
iplots-trod -tumie 6f-the de rrebpadentS-tbemseIves.

si-perhaps we should

ilitburn for example,

had called for greater sophistication in reporting,
more thorough training
of correspondents and development of larger staffs
of analysts to cover

China1
.

Grimes, on the other hadd, has talked about the superficialness

of accounts of foreign correspondents, dipping in and
out of a nation, not
staying much longer than is necessary to find out the
name of the govermmental loader.

Ho said, "it can take years of intimate study--

-and a

wdring knowledge of at least the principal local langUage-a.to
understand
32
what a country and its people are really like."
Of course, because of

their diminishing numbers, and because their editors
still expect them to

dash off to cover the nearest crises, United States foreign
..correspondents

finditvirtuallyimossibletolive up to expectations such as those set
by Grimes.

As one television correspondent wrote, "...to,a modern TV
corres-

pondent, a base city i3 little more than a firehouse`
- -a place from which
to dash when crises flare."

33

Finally, American editors who give the marching
orders to the correspondents, have been key decision makers as to what foreign
news is covered
and used.

Writing in the mid 1960e, Kalb said that American
editors,

enamored of World War II European datelines, have rarely
given China a
second thought, and that "reporters develop an
uncanny sensitivity to what
34
their editors think is news, and they have generally been
ignoring China."

Levin, also discussing American editors, complained
that, although modern
communications systems have sped up transmission of news
copy from,abroads,
they have also kept correspondents more closely
tied to their home offices,

and of course, their editors.

He said that today "assignments have to

10
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be approved in New York before a reporter-goes after them.

He is in touch

withAba:network-alsaeat-every-day.-nLt-times)-tho-heme-e

of --a- comes.

pcndent-does-not-have-eufficient---infermation-to-make--Tthe-detiwionw-itAtnta.

When, Wthe mid 1960e, the editors-failed to-unlit:mg Kong-as a listening
poit on the then-closed China, Kalhrwrotes
Unfortunately, editors back in New York have thus far tailed
to realize Hong Kong is a gold nine of information about China,
and is easily the beat substitute for on-the-spot reporting.

They

consider Hohg Xong a convenient place for changing underwear
between

planes for Saigon, Jakarta or Vientiane, or for leaving wives And
children while the reporters themselves go racing around the
jungles
36
of Kuching or the Plaine dee Jarres.

5.
media

International news coverage and

are_videttali American

%Aug) bjr United Stateswe

public not generally rioted for beingsol-

ET2241ELMYt1LinfgESL2Rrrld affairs.
Audience analyses carried out during the past decade have revealed
that the American public, although inundated with mass media, is
not very

knowledgeable about international affairs.

For example, in a study con-

ducted in the early 1960s, Patchen found that only 10 per cent of the

sample could answer correctly tour internationally-oriented
questions,
two of which were:

nHave you happened to hear anything about fighting in

Vietna09 and "DO you haven to know what kind of governmant
most of China

has right now?

Adams et *1, in a nationwide survey in 1969, found that

55 per cent,of the sample heard about a minor international event for the
.

first time from the survey*interviewere. 36

Any academician who has given

current events tests is aware of the dismal state of international-affairs
knowledge among students.

In quizzes to my own Upperclase reporting classes

in the 1960s, I regularly received answers such ass

Chow Hein in" the lead-

@I' a north Vietnam flap Td
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imports only one to two per cent of its television shows. 43

*

* * * * ity

In summary, perhaps one can. glean what the future holds Lor inter-

national news coverage in American mass media from this quote by Woollacott:
The great era of the Anglo-American foreign correspondent,
a person as privileged in some ways as a diplomat, travelling
around combining the role of adventurer, entertainer, reporter,
and moralist' is coming to an end.

But it is to be hoped that the

rising tide of censorship and other restrictions will in time
recede for.inspite of-111 the excesses and stupidities of the
Western press in Asia and Africa, there is nothing else to take
its place.

44
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